
The concept of "Intelligence" (civilian version). 

 

Preconditions. 

 

   To document and prevent dangerous behavior manifestations (antiterror) emanating from the 

radical and marginal elements of society and their groups, a mass commonly used watch model 

is provided, equipped with additional functions for collecting and transmitting information. In 

conditions of intensive exchange of relevant information, during critical traffic growth during 

events of heightened social danger, passive recording of audiovisual information on the internal 

drive is assumed, and when there is an opportunity to reserve accumulated files in cloud services. 

With the permission of the owner of the device, viewing of the accumulated information by 

affiliated persons is provided. In addition, access is provided to programs that identify or 

recognize persons requiring increased attention or accompaniment followed by behavioral 

control by competent structures. The network version of the device is indispensable at an 

increased level of social threat in places not equipped with classical video surveillance systems 

and the lack of adequate patrolling. 

  

For mass copies there are two levels of execution: 

 

1) Green lighthouse: 

  It performs passive recording of audiovisual information on the hard media of the device and, if 

possible, automatically transmits it via accessible communication channels to the cloud server. 

Activation of surveillance, information transfer or only the level of alertness is performed by 

pressing the corresponding function button of the device. 

 

2) Blue light: 

  In the active mode, it transmits current information about the location, number and severity of 

the objects. Based on objective preferences, activates the recording of information by pressing 

the functional buttons of the device in a certain sequence. Also activation / adjustment of 

additional functions is carried out by turning / shifting the housing elements. 

 

   Modules are integrated in the preferred, or accessible data network with signal priority. For 

commercial operation / sale, a "green" version is available. Appearance of the device is realized 

in traditional form-factors of the goods of popular manufacturers of different countries, such as 

Citizen (Japan), Timex (USA), Panerai (Italy), Oris (Switzerland). 

 

   The prototype was created from five hours of different brands in the watch case of Italian 

submariners (1942). At the moment, the most relevant is the creation of stabilizing software that 

eliminates the swinging image and an economical network module that ensures the long-term 

work of the watch in full-featured mode. Fundraising for the project is carried out in the mode of 

private crowdfanding and does not provide for the use of budgetary funds. For state structures, it 

is proposed to offer the device at the level of "Red Spotlight" if there is an interest in 

participation. This option involves curation, feedback and active interaction with the 

environment, not only at the information level. 

 

Donations are received from interested persons and structures in payment systems: 

YandexMoney 41001245733508, PayPal altin@wmid.com 

https://money.yandex.ru/to/41001245733508
http://yasobe.ru/na/scout
https://www.paypal.com/


 Appearance of the experimental sample: 

 

 


